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Race 1
#8 Caesars Crazy- Qualified superb here two weeks ago and
should be a lot faster then he looks on paper.
#3 Bit Coin- Has gotten better in her last two starts and has hit the
board in 3 of 7 lifetime starts.
#6 Lady Rapidash- Will be looking for the lead early on and just
needs to mind her manners to play a part here.
Race 2
#1 Manro- Likes to be close up to the lead at the ¼ and may get
his first lifetime win here.
#5 R C Heaven Sent- Made an equipment change last week that
helped her and she may be even better tonight.
#4 Grand Finale- Has hit the board in 11 of 27 lifetime starts and
has the most racing experience of any here.
Race 3
#7 Roaddog Jess James- Makes the first start out tonight for the
new connections and has a big mark here last year.

#3 Dragons Breath- Has lots of back class to his credit and the 12
year old veteran is no stranger to the Vernon winners circle.
#2 Mister Desire- Qualified well here on the 24th of August and
has the ability to pace a last quarter under 28.0 flat.
Race 4
#1 Bag O Chips- She has been her own worst nightmare breaking
stride but if she stays trotting she is the fastest in here.
#8 Minnie Cheatum- Has a mark here for the year of 157.2 and
will be leaving for position from the outside early.
#4 Sweet Chapter- Was heavily bet here last week and has only
had 4 lifetime starts.
Race 5
#4 Shake That House- Turned in his best performance last out
and did it impressively closing into a very soft first half.
#5 Shim- Has shown versatility in all four lifetime starts and now
just needs to improve on his late kick.
#1A Rockin Jimmy Brown- Has good early gate speed and should
be able to hold his own even if the fractions are quick early.
Race 6
#7 Melodies Major- Has only lost twice in 6 lifetime starts and has
wicked early gate speed.
#6 Reigning Deo- Does his best work from off the pace late and
the faster they go up front early the more he will benefit.
#2 Major Blake- Flashed a big last quarter of 26.4 in his win at
Tioga but only knows how to race on the lead.

Race 7
#3 American Mercury- Has only had 2 lifetime starts coming into
tonight and could be sitting on his best race yet.
#7 American Admiral- Got his first lifetime win while grinding it out
on the outside and that tells me he can handle any kind of trip.
#4 Goose Bay Fiftytwo- Flashed some giant last quarters at the
Meadowlands back in July but has struggled form wise since.
Race 8
#3 Murrow Boy- Has won 4 of 6 lifetime starts and if he gets an
easy lead at the quarter he will make them pay late.
#4 Starship Trooper- Qualified in big fashion here just a week ago
and may have a lot to offer coming into today.
#8 Crius N Rock- Flashed a last quarter of 27.3 over the half at
Yonkers and should like stretch to the 7/8 mile oval.
Race 9
#8 Hickfromfrenchlick- Has never been worse then 2nd in 4
lifetime starts and always gets off the gate well early on.
#2 Chatelroll- Has improved immensely in his last two starts and
has the versatility to beat these.
#1 Cub Fan- Has not been worse then 3rd in all 3 lifetime starts
and will be able to get away easily from the inside today.
Race 10
#1 Smitty- Is yet to see the winners circle in 5 lifetime starts but
has lots of early gate speed.
#3 Scott The Great- Gets his first stretch to a bigger track here
today and already has one lifetime win to his credit.

#2 The American Dream- Has hit the board in 6 of 7 lifetime starts
and just has trouble passing horses late.
Race 11
#2 Roll On Highway- Has never finished worse then 3rd in 5
lifetime starts and comes in off his best performance yet.
#5 P Zonka- Likes to come from off the pace late and the short
field may keep him close early on.
#4 Dial A Date- Makes his first ever start over the Vernon Downs
oval and likes to chase no matter how fast the pace may be.

